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Abstract
Supercompilation algorithms can perform great optimizations but
sometimes suffer from the problem of code explosion. This results
in huge binaries which might hurt the performance on a modern
processor. We present a supercompilation algorithm that is fast
enough to speculatively supercompile expressions and discard the
result if it turned out bad. This allows us to supercompile large parts
of the imaginary and spectral parts of nofib in a matter of seconds
while keeping the binary size increase below 5%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Processors – Compilers, Optimization; D.3.2 [Program-
ming Languages]: Language Classifications – Applicative (func-
tional) languages

General Terms Algorithms, Performance

Keywords supercompilation, deforestation, Haskell

1. Introduction
Supercompilation is an automatic program transformation that sub-
sumes several program transformations which are available in pro-
duction compilers [29]. It is well known that the transformation is
correct [22] and terminates [25]. We also know that supercompi-
lation gives remarkable optimization results on small examples: a
textbook example of word counting in Haskell performs better than
a low level implementation written in C [16].

Given these accomplishments, why does not your favorite com-
piler include a supercompiler? The two main problems are scal-
ability of the supercompiler and the risk for code explosion. Ex-
isting implementations of supercompilers trade compilation time
against great optimization and do not take the resulting program
size into account. Closer investigation reveals that it is the test for
non-termination, the homeomorphic embedding, that takes up to
50% of the transformation time [16]. We suggest sacrificing some
optimization in exchange for faster compilation by revising the de-
sign of the supercompilation algorithm.

The faster algorithm allows us to control code explosion by
speculatively supercompile expressions and discard bad results.
Even incredibly cheap and simple tests can get a long way towards
the goal: a surprising discovery is that comparing the number of
syntactic nodes of the resulting expression with a well-chosen con-
stant is a remarkably accurate predictor of “bad optimizations” that
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should be discarded. Except this size threshold our measurements
use a simple comparison of the size of the resulting expression ver-
sus the number of reduction steps performed by the supercompiler.

The performance of our algorithm rests on two important design
choices:

Term Representation: We represent terms as zippers [4] during
the transformation, which gives efficient and convenient imple-
mentations of tests for non-termination and splitting of terms.
As a side effect this representation also makes it easy to re-
duce the number of terms to test for non-termination: only test
against those terms who have the same head as the current term.

Term Size in Focus: By decreasing the size of the term that our
supercompiler focuses on we can effectively decrease the cost
of testing for non-termination. This shows in our compilation
times: they are less than 3 seconds on a modern desktop com-
puter for all the small examples from the nofib suite [18].

Our design allows us to supercompile most programs from
the spectral part of nofib in less than three seconds. Some of
these programs are 10 times larger than previously supercompiled
Haskell programs. We do not believe that an ordinary programmer
will turn on the supercompiler for his development builds, but it is
certainly reasonable to do so for testing and nightly builds.

Our contributions are:

• A mechanism that is parametric with respect to a metric that
allows us to control code explosion (Section 3.2 and Section
4.6).

• A practical supercompilation algorithm (Section 4)
• Measurements on the imaginary and spectral parts of nofib

(Section 5).
• Implementation tricks to speed up the actual implementation

(Section 6).

2. Language
Our language of study is a higher-order functional language with
let-bindings, case-expressions and primitive values. Its syntax for
expressions, values and patterns is shown in Figure 1.

Let F range over a setF of global function definitions, where all
functions have a specific arity and contain no free variables. This
is not a severe restriction on the programmer since the input can be
lambda lifted [5].

The language contains integer values n and arithmetic opera-
tions ⊕, although these meta-variables can preferably be under-
stood as ranging over primitive values in general and arbitrary op-
erations on these. We let + denote the semantic meaning of ⊕.

A list of expressions e1 . . . en is abbreviated as e, and a list of
variables x1 . . . xn as x.

We denote the free variables of an expression e by fv(e) and a
program is an expression with no free variables and all function



Expressions

e ::= n | x | F | K | e e′ | λx.e | e⊕ e′

| case e of {pi → ei} | letx = e in e′

p ::= n | K x

Weak Head Normal Form

w ::= n | λx.e | K e

Figure 1. The language

Reduction contexts

E ::= � | E e | E ⊕ e | n⊕ E | case E of {pi → ei}

Evaluation relation
[F ]E 7→ [e]E , if F

def
= e (Global)

[(λx.e) e′]E 7→ [[e′/x]e]E (Beta)
[letx = e in e′]E 7→ [[e/x]e′]E (Let)
[caseK e of {Ki xi → ei}]E 7→ [[e/xj ]ej ]E (KCase)

if K = Kj

[casen of {ni → ei}]E 7→ [ej ]E , if n = nj (NCase)
[n1 ⊕ n2]E 7→ [n]E , if n = n1 + n2 (Arith)

Figure 2. Reduction semantics

names defined in F . The operational semantics is call-by-name
as defined in Figure 2. Capture free substitution expressions e for
variables x in e′ is denoted by [e/x]e′.

A reduction context E is a term containing a single hole �,
which indicates the next expression to be reduced. The expression
[e]E is the term obtained by replacing the hole in E with e.

3. Design Choices
This section describes a number of important design choices and
how they contribute to our goal of making a practical supercompiler
for program optimization.

Our guiding principle has been simple: sacrifice optimization
opportunities if it significantly improves the performance or sim-
plifies the implementation of the supercompiler. Our only concern
is soundness of the supercompiler, we do not have to worry about
completeness properties that could be important in theorem proving
or similar domains. We therefore design a positive supercompiler,
but these choices should be straightforward to transfer to other
more powerful supercompilers.

There is some overlap between what problem each design
choice helps to protect against.

Code Explosion The primary mechanism to tame code explosion
is described in Section 3.2. Section 3.1, Section 3.3, and Section
3.4 contain design choices that help reduce the code size.

Compiler Performance Avoiding code explosion helps compila-
tion performance, but this is not enough: Section 3.5 contains
a mechanism to avoid performing work that is unlikely to give
any benefit.

We have also made a lot of minor non-controversial design
choices in our supercompiler which we describe in Section 3.6.

3.1 Boring Contexts
There are sometimes function calls that have no static information
in their argument, making it impossible to improve them by super-

compiling them in their context. By using a simple approximation
of such function calls we save compilation time and avoid creating
specializations that do not improve the performance. We say that
such functions are in a boring context. A boring expression is an
expression of the form:

b ::= x | b b | n⊕ b | b⊕ n | b⊕ b

A context R is defined as boring iff R = ε or R = � b :R′ and
R′ is boring.

3.2 Discarding Expressions
The initial function call to reverse with an accumulating parameter,
reverse xs [], is an example that will pass the test for boring expres-
sions since the second argument is a known constructor. Despite
this there is not much the supercompiler can do with this expres-
sion and the end result will be a new function with one unfolding
of reverse and a second function that is isomorphic to reverse.

Designing an algorithm that approximates what the result and
how much savings were achieved from supercompiling an arbitrary
expression is difficult. We can completely avoid to solve this prob-
lem by speculatively supercompile the expression, have the super-
compiler keep track of the reduction steps taken, and look at the
output of the supercompiler. If the number of reduction steps taken
is small or the code size is deemed too large we discard the super-
compiled expression and supercompile the subexpressions of the
current expression instead.

3.3 Normalization of Expressions
We perform a simple normalization of expressions, as specified
in Section 4.5, before comparing them for folding possibilities.
This makes the supercompiler significantly faster. The big win is
the removal of identity coercions in expressions, which makes the
memoization list a lot shorter.

3.4 Sharing New Function Definitions
It is quite common for the case of case-rule to fire. A typical case
looks something like this:

case ( case x of
p1 → x1

. . .
pn → xn) of

[] → []
(x ′ : xs ′) → append xs ′ zs

Once the case of case-rule is done the code is:

case x of
p1 → case x1 of

[] → []
(x ′ : xs ′) → append xs ′ zs. . .

pn → case xn of
[] → []
(x ′ : xs ′) → append xs ′ zs

The driving algorithm will transform the call to append twice,
and create two functions that are both isomorphic to append. Cre-
ating the functions at the top level and calling the same function
from both branches saves both transformation work and reduces
code size.

Using a state monad for the driving algorithm, and have that
monad store a memoization list augmented with the function defi-
nitions will allow the second branch to just insert a call to this new
function created in the first branch, thereby saving a lot of transfor-
mation effort.

However, if we fold too eagerly this will miss out on special-
ization opportunities and this will make the final program perform



worse than necessary. An example is append (append xs ys) zs ,
which when transformed will create a function isomorphic to
append itself in the first branch. After the supercompiler has
transformed the second branch it will find a recursive call to
append (append xs ′ ys) zs , which can fold against both the call
in the first branch, append ys zs , and the initial call that the trans-
formation started from. If the former is chosen no fusion will occur.

We therefore only look for renamings, not instances, when try-
ing to fold against things stored in the monad. If there exists a
specialised version of our current function the algorithm will use
that, and otherwise it will create a new specialised copy. Our algo-
rithm will only generalize expressions against their ancestors, never
across branches of case-expressions.

3.5 Tainting Functions
If the same function, regardless of context, is supercompiled in
different parts of the program and the result is discarded more
than a certain number of times we make the unfolding for the
function unavailable. This prevents future attempts of specializing
the function. The concrete mechanism is that we add a special triple
on the form (∗, ∅, F ) to the store each time we discard a result
from supercompiling a function F in some context, and the number
of such triples in the store is checked for before inlining a function.

One might ask whether innocent functions will be tainted when
trying to supercompile complex expressions, for example id e
where e is an expression that will be discarded after supercom-
pilation, which will prevent other callsites from benefiting of su-
percompilation. Since the supercompiled e is discarded the su-
percompiler will compare e and id e with the extra information
that the transformation has saved one beta-reduction. Whether this
is a worthwhile saving is a question of balancing the acceptable-
predicate.

We used being discarded 3 times as threshold for our measure-
ments.

3.6 Miscellaneous Design Choices
When supercompiling a function call const x y our supercompiler
blindly emits a call to a fresh function h x y whose body is defined
as (λx y .x ) x y . It is safe to directly inline the body of const at
the call-site but we can increase the code sharing by allowing the
supercompiler to fold against this definition from other parts of the
program.

If it turns out that there is only one call to h in the entire
supercompiled program the ordinary simplifier of the compiler will
inline it.

The reason we use evaluation contexts in our algorithm is that
there is a chance that good things can happen in the interaction
between evaluation contexts and an expression in the hole. There
are no such possibilities with an arbitrary context that has the hole
outside the focus for evaluation.

4. Supercompilation
This section contains the definition of our supercompilation algo-
rithm and its dependencies.

4.1 Preliminaries
We replace our nested evaluation context E with a list of shallow
reduction contexts for our supercompiler as defined in Figure 3.
It will turn out to be convenient for the implementation to pattern
match on the context if it is a list of single level contexts. We let
� e denote a list of application contexts.

If a variable appears no more than once in an expression, that
expression is said to be linear with respect to that variable. Like
Wadler [31], we extend the definition slightly for linear case ex-

The outer context:
R ::= ε | G : R

Each frame:

G ::= � e | � ⊕ e | n′ ⊕� | case � of {pi → ei}
Memoization element:

ν ::= (h, x, [F ]R)

Memoization list and store:

ρ ::= ε | ν : ρ

σ ::= ε | (ν, e′) : σ

Figure 3. Context definition

pressions: no variable may appear in both the selector and a branch,
although a variable may appear in more than one branch.

4.2 Algorithm Definition
Our supercompiler is defined as two mutually recursive functions
that pattern-match on expressions and contexts in order to rewrite
expressions. The first algorithm is called the driving algorithm,
used to perform evaluation steps, and the second algorithm is called
the building algorithm, which reassembles the transformed expres-
sion. These algorithms are defined in Figure 4. Both algorithms
take five parameters: 1) an expression; 2) a memoization list ρ; 3)
the contextR; 4) the store σ; and 5) the savings from the supercom-
piler so far. New function definitions are put in the store. The mem-
oization list holds information about expressions already traversed
and is used to guarantee termination. A notational convention is to
use e’ to denote expressions that are already transformed.

There is an ordering between rules; i.e., all rules must be tried
in the order they appear. Rules R11-R13 are the default focusing
rules that extend the given driving context R and zoom in on the
next expression to be transformed. If no other rule matches, such as
for a single variable, rule R14 will match and call build to rebuild
the expression.

The program is turned “inside-out” by moving the surround-
ing context R into all branches of the case-expression through
rules R19 and R20. Rule R10 has a similar mechanism for let-
expressions. Rule R9 is only allowed to match if the variable y is
not freshly generated by the splitting mechanism described in the
Section 4.4. This side condition ensures that the expression split-
ting and reassembly performed by Dapp( ) will not cause arbitrary
code and work duplication.

Rules R3 and R4 refer to Dapp( ) and Dvarapp( ), both defined
in Figure 5. They can both be inlined in the definition of the driving
algorithm, they are merely given a separate name for improved
clarity of the presentation.

The fifth parameter to the supercompiler, the savings, is there to
track how many reduction steps the supercompiler has performed.
This is currently represented as a tree in our implementation to aid
us in the design of when to discard expressions, but a production
compiler should use a more efficient representation. We assign the
value 1 to ordinary evaluation steps in rules R1, R2, R6, R8, R9
and R10. Rule R5, the case reduction with a known constructor, is
assigned the value 5 since it both decreases code size and removes
a memory allocation.

We need some more arithmetic operations on our savings be-
yond plain addition: # indicates that a saving was under a lambda,
? combines branches of savings such as in rule R10 and max of
all savings in rules R19 and R20. The most important saving, fold-
ing, is denoted by the exclamation mark (!). These abstract savings
need to be interpreted to a concrete number in order to make deci-



General form:
DJeK ρRσ s = (e′, σ′, s′)

Evaluation Rules
DJnjK ρ (case � of {ni → ei} : R) σ s = DJejK ρRσ (s + 1) (R1)
DJnK ρ (n1 ⊕� : R) σ s = DJn2K ρRσ (s + 1), where n2 = n1 + n (R2)

DJF K ρRσ s |F not tainted and R not boring = Dapp(F ) ρRσ s (R3)

DJxK ρRσ s = Dvarapp(x) ρRσ s (R4)

DJKjK ρ (� e : case � of {Ki xi → ei} : R) σ s = DJletxj = e in ejK ρRσ (s + 5) (R5)

DJλx.e1K ρ (� e2 : R) σ s = DJletx = e2 in e1K ρRσ (s + 1) (R6)
DJλx.eK ρRσ s = let (e′, σ1, s

′) = DJeK ρ ε σ 0 (R7)
inBJλx.e′K ρRσ1 (s + #s′)

DJletx = n in eK ρRσ s = DJ[n/x]eK ρRσ (s + 1) (R8)
DJletx = y in eK ρRσ s|y not freshly generated = DJ[y/x]eK ρRσ (s + 1) (R9)
DJletx = e1 in e2K ρRσ s| linear x e2 = DJ[e1/x]e2K ρRσ (s + 1) (R10)

| otherwise = let (e′1, σ1, s1) = DJe1K ρ ε σ 0
(e′2, σ2, s2) = DJe2K ρRσ1 s

in (letx = e′1 in e′2, σ2, ?s1 + s2)

Focusing Rules
DJe1 ⊕ e2K ρRσ s = DJe1K ρ (� ⊕ e2 : R) σ s (R11)
DJe1 e2K ρRσ s = DJe1K ρ (� e2 : R) σ s (R12)
DJcase e of {pi → ei}K ρRσ s = DJeK ρ (case � of {pi → ei} : R) σ s (R13)

Fallthrough
DJeK ρRσ s = BJeK ρRσ s (R14)

Rebuilding Expressions
BJnK ρ (� ⊕ e2 : R) σ s = DJe2K ρ (n⊕� : R) σ s (R15)
BJe′K ρ (� ⊕ e2 : R) σ s = let (e′2, σ1, s

′) = DJe2K ρ ε σ s (R16)
inBJe′ ⊕ e′2K ρRσ1 s′

BJe′K ρ (e′1 ⊕� : R) σ s = BJe′1 ⊕ e′K ρRσ s (R17)
BJe′K ρ (� e : R) σ s = let (e′′, σ1, s

′) = DJeK ρ ε σ s (R18)
inBJe′e′′K ρRσ1 s′

BJx′K ρ (case � of {pi → ei} : R) σ s = let (e′i, σi, si) = DJ[pi/x]eiK ρ ([pi/x]R) σi−1 s (R19)
in (casex′ of {pi → e′i}, σi, max(si))

BJe′K ρ (case � of {pi → ei} : R) σ s = let (e′i, σi, si) = DJeiK ρRσi−1 s (R20)
in (case e′ of {pi → e′i}, σi, max(si))

BJe′K ρ ε σ s = (e′, σ, s) (R21)

Figure 4. Driving algorithm and building algorithm

sions on them. For our measurements we used regular addition of
savings both under lambdas and in branches such as rule R10, and
gave folding an extremely high constant value (500). Our design
principle was that foldings should trump all other kinds of savings,
but this is an extremely coarse design that leaves plenty of room for
future improvements.

We use the operator ρ|F to extract all expressions with the head
F from ρ. Our implementation stores the partitioned ρ’s to avoid
repeating the partitioning. Partitioning the memoization list gives
significant time savings, but it can only be applied on the outermost
level.

Dvarapp() will try to fold against expressions with a variable in
the head. This is convenient and reduces code size in general. A
good example is supercompiling the right hand sides of append in
a module:

append xs ys = DJ case xs of {. . . } K
{ Create a fresh function and transform its body }

append xs ys = h xs ys
h xs ys = case xs of

[] → ys
(x ′ : xs ′) → x ′ : DJ append xs ′ ysK

{ Inline append }
append xs ys = h xs ys
h xs ys = case xs of

[] → ys
(x ′ : xs ′) → x ′ : DJ case xs ′ of {. . . }K

{ Fold against h }
append xs ys = h xs ys
h xs ys = case xs of

[] → ys
(x ′ : xs ′) → x ′ : h xs ′ ys

Without variable folding this example would give one more un-
rolling of the recursion which would have increased the code size.



Dapp(F ) ρRσ s |∃(h, y, e1)∈(σ|F ∪ ρ|F ) . [x/y]e1 = e2 = (h x, σ, !s) (1)
|∃(h, y, ei)∈(ρ|F ) . e1 E∗ e2 = let (fg, [f/y]) = divide(e2, e1) (2)

(f
′
, σi, si) = DJfK ρ ε σi−1 si−1

(f ′g, σ2, s2) = DJfgK ρ ε σi si

in ([f
′
/y]f ′g, σ2, max(si, s2))

| acceptable(e2, e
′, s1) = (h x, ((h, x, e2), e

′) : σ1, s1) (3)
| otherwise = BJF K ρR ((∗, ∅, F ) : σ) s (4)

where (e′, σ1, s1) = DJeK ρ′Rσs

F
def
= e, ρ′ = (h, x, e2) : ρ, x = fv(e2), h fresh, e2 = normalize([F ]R)

Dvarapp(x) ρRσ s |∃(h, y, e1)∈(σ ∪ ρ) . [x/y]e1 = e2 = (h x, σ, !s) (5)
| acceptable(e2, e

′, s1) = (h x, ((h, x, e2), e
′) : σ1, s1) (6)

| otherwise = BJxK ρRσ s (7)
where (e′, σ1, s1) = BJxK ρ′Rσ s

e2 = normalize([x]R), ρ′ = (h, x, e2) : ρ, x = fv(e2), h fresh

Figure 5. Driving of applications

4.3 Termination Checking
Folding by itself is not sufficient to ensure termination of the
driving algorithm. We therefore define a predicate which is com-
monly referred to as “the whistle” in literature on supercompila-
tion. Whenever the whistle blows, our algorithm splits the input ex-
pression into strictly smaller expressions that are transformed sep-
arately in the empty context. This might expose new folding oppor-
tunities, and allows the algorithm to remove intermediate structures
in subexpressions.

The design of the predicate is inspired by the homeomorphic
embedding relation [26] but adjusted to work on our zipper repre-
sentation and to admit more expressions. A specific design criterion
was that append xs ys must not be embedded in append xs xs . It
is easy to construct infinite chains of expressions that will be ad-
mitted by this predicate by itself, append xs ys , append xs ys , . . .
is one example. However, non-termination is still avoided because
the folding mechanism will prevent such chains to build up in ρ.

Definition 4.1 (E∗).
sizeof([e1]R) < sizeof([e2]R′)

[e1]R E∗ [e2]R′ = [e1]R E [e2]R′

Definition 4.2 (E).

x E y, n1 E n2,
e1, e2 6= λx.e, e1 = e2, R E R′

[e1]R E [e2]R′

ε E ε,
R E R′ G E G′

G : R E G′ : R′ ,
R E R′

R E G′ : R′

e E e′

� e E � e′
,

e E e′

�⊕ e E �⊕ e′
,

e E e′

e⊕� E e′ ⊕�
,

ei E e′i
case � of {pi → ei} E case � of {pi → e′i}

,

We postpone dealing with the problem of non-termination of
the supercompiler in the case of recursive data types that appear
contravariantly in their own definition. As an aside, we note that
the inliner in GHC will also loop on such programs [19].

4.4 Expression Splitting
When the whistle has blown it is necessary to stop transforming the
current expression. It is safe to just leave it in place, but by splitting
the expression and transforming the parts separately it is possible
to achieve more optimization.

Divide tries to preserve as much structure between its first input
argument and output by first calling an adaptation of the most

specific generalisation (msg) [26] to the zipper representation. Our
adaption is a bit unconventional in that it returns an expression
and a substitution rather than the standard of an expression and
two substitutions. Should the call to msg fail, divide instead calls
split which will always return a valid result under the conditions
ensured by the driving algorithm: divide is always called on two
expressions on the form [F ]R and [F ]R′. Divide, split and msg
are defined in Figure 6. For the presentation we ignore the issues
concerned with splitting under binders in expressions since binders
are treated in the same way as described by Pfenning [20].

The msg can return an expression which is of greater size than
its input because of binders: when splitting the two expressions
case x of { (a, b) → a } and case x of { (a, b) → b } the
result will be (case x of { (a, b) → z a }, [(λ a.a)/z ]).

4.5 Normalization of Expressions
Finding renamings of an expression is a syntactical check, and
sometimes this will miss out opportunities to fold because expres-
sions that are semantically equivalent have different forms.

Consider the two expressions F x (1 + 2) and F y (2 + 1)
– it is obvious to a human that these two expressions should be
foldable against each other. By performing some kind of limited
normalization on these expressions the second parameter will turn
out to be 3 in both cases and they can fold. We can not hope to find
a normal form for our expressions in general, but performing ordi-
nary evaluation except inlining of function calls on all subexpres-
sions will get a long way towards our goal. It is of course important
to have a normalization that terminates.

A word of caution about making the normalization too pow-
erful: many common optimizations change the structure of ex-
pressions. One example is changing the expression (x + 1) + 1
to x + 2 which is semantically correct and clearly saves compu-
tations, but chances are that in practice the first expression came
from an expression y + 1 in a recursive call with an increasing
parameter. Both (y + 1) will be homeomorphically embedded in
both (x + 1) + 1 and x + 2, but the former will be generalized
to (z + 1, [(x + 1)/z ]) and which in turn will fold nicely against
y + 1. The normalization scheme we use is the following rewrite
rules applied exhaustively on all parts of expressions:

n1 ⊕ n2  n, where n = n1 + n2

caseKj e of {pi → ei}  letxj = e in ej

casenj of {pi → ei}  ej

letx = n in e  [n/x]e



divide([e1]R, [e2]R′) = (e, θ) iff (e, θ) = msg([e1]R, [e2]R′)
and sizeof(e) < sizeof([e1]R)

divide([e1]R, [e2]R′) = split([e1]R)

split([F ]G1 : . . . : Gn : ε) = ([x]Gn : ε, [([F ]G1 : . . . : Gn−1 : ε)/x]) x fresh

msg([e1]R1, [e2]R2) = ([e]R, θθ′) if R′ = ε
= ([x]R′, θθ′[[e]R/x]) otherwise

if (e, θ) = msg(e1, e2) and (R,R′, θ′) = msg(R1,R2)

msg(� e1, � e2) = (� e′, θ) iff (e′, θ) = msg(e1, e2)
msg(�⊕ e1, �⊕ e2) = (�⊕ e′, θ) iff (e′, θ) = msg(e1, e2)
msg(e1 ⊕�, e2 ⊕�) = (e′ ⊕�, θ) iff (e′, θ) = msg(e1, e2)
msg(case � of {pi → e1i}, case � of {pi → e2i}) = (case � of {pi → e′i}, θ1 . . . θi) iff (e′i, θi) = msg(e1i, e2i)

msg(λx.e1, λx.e2) = (λx.e′, θ) iff (e′, θ) = msg(e1, e2)
msg(F, F ) = (F, ∅)
msg(K, K) = (K, ∅)
msg(n, n) = (n, ∅)
msg(x, x) = (x, ∅)
msg(e1, e2) = (x, [e1/x]) x fresh

msg(G1 : R1,G2 : R2) = (G : R,R′, θθ′), if (G, θ) = msg(G1,G2) and (R,R′, θ′) = msg(R1,R2)

msg(R1,R2) = (ε,R1, ∅) (default)

Figure 6. Divide, split and msg in zipper form

4.6 Discarding Expressions
The savings that are propagated by the supercompiler are used
as input to a predicate accept which decides whether to discard
or keep transformed functions. Our current implementation is re-
markably simple and unconditionally discards expressions that are
deemed too large, admit size reductions if they are accompanied
with some reduction savings and require size increases to be ac-
companied by more reduction savings:

acceptable before after savings
| sizeof (after) > 40 = False
| sizeof (after) > 20 = savings − 100 <= 29
| sizeof (before) >= sizeof (after) = s − 3 <= 0
| otherwise = s − 50 <= 29

The reason this function works at all is that our algorithm will
by construction emit a lot of small functions. If a function body
contains many syntactic nodes it is a sign that optimization was not
very successful. This typically happens in code that contains a lot
of FFI-calls which are opaque to the supercompiler.

5. Measurements
The results supported by this section can be summarized with a
single sentence: we can supercompile most programs from the
spectral and imaginary part of nofib in less than two seconds of
compile time while keeping the maximum binary size increase
below 5%.

We start by establishing a base line against ghc -O2 on a small
set of examples from the imaginary part of nofib as shown in Table
1. The table uses output from nofib-analyse, where each column
indicates the difference between the baseline (O2 in this case) and
the optimization. Absolute numbers without a sign, such as the
runtime for rfib, means that the absolute numbers were too small
to give reliable information. The size column is the size of the
binary produced by ghc, which includes the runtime system and
libraries. By turning off the features normalization of expressions,

boring contexts, discarding expressions and tainting expressions in
our supercompiler we get to something that is close to an ordinary
positive supercompiler [27]. The compilation times range from 2.5
seconds to almost 10 seconds.

We suffer from the same problem that Bolingbroke and Peyton
Jones [3] report: the supercompiler can sometimes prevent GHC
from applying other important optimizations such as unboxing of
arithmetics. Since that is a slightly different algorithm it is not
exactly the same programs that get staggering increases in memory
allocations. A particular example is tak, which our supercompiler
slightly optimizes, whereas their get an 18,000-fold increase in
memory allocations.

The situation is the reverse with rfib, where we get +1599532.1%
in allocations and their supercompiler does not change memory
allocations at all. The optimized rfib program has a recursive func-
tion taking an unboxed double and returning an unboxed double,
making the program run in constant memory and nearly constant
allocations regardless of input size. The supercompiled program is
not unboxed and the short recursive function that appears in the
ordinary program is stretched out through numerous other function
calls making the actual program flow very hard to follow for the
human eye.

Looking closer at what happens inside the supercompiler when
it produces this program is interesting: the whistle blows and the
expression currently transformed is split into two parts. This split
forces the inner part of the expression, which is the tight loop, to
get a return type that is boxed. It is important to notice that even if
our supercompiler used the standard versions of the homeomorphic
embedding and the msg, the whistle and the split would produce the
same results.

Integrate and wheel-sieve2 are two other examples that shows
the problem with our supercompiler preventing GHC from per-
forming unboxing. The symptom is the same: a vast amount of
increase in allocations for the supercompiled program.

There are two examples that show a rather hefty increase in
binary size: digits-of-e1 and integrate. One might argue that a 20%



Program Size (%) Allocs (%) Runtime (%) Elapsed (%) TotalMem (%) Compilation Time (s)
bernouilli +8.0 -1.5 +0.0 +1.5 +0.0 3.52
digits-of-e1 +16.6 -20.3 -19.2 -16.0 +0.0 8.67
exp3 8 +6.0 -16.7 -17.6 -17.3 +0.0 2.58
integrate +20.4 +65230.5 +104925.9 +93051.6 +30.4 9.02
primes +6.0 +0.2 -13.9 -16.0 +0.0 2.46
rfib +6.0 +1599532.1 0.18 0.18 +0.0 2.45
tak +6.0 -12.5 -2.6 -2.8 +0.0 2.42
wheel-sieve2 +7.3 +307.0 0.54 +195.2 +252.1 3.15

Table 1. ghc -O2 compared with Supercompilation

reduction in runtime is worth a size increase of 16.6% for digits-
of-e1. This is obviously not the case with integrate, a massive
slowdown combined with more than 20% size increase of the
resulting binary.

By turning on normalization of expressions (Table 2) there is
a slight decrease of binary size, a small decrease of compilation
time and no changes to the performance of the output programs.
This is a small but worthwhile improvement over regular positive
supercompilation.

Table 3 shows that by turning on boring contexts it is possible
to further shrink the binary size and reduce compilation time. Two
benchmarks are affected by this performance wise: digits-of-e1
is optimized with another 20% reduction in memory allocations
giving a slight performance improvement while tak goes back to the
same amount of memory allocations as without supercompilation
and a slight performance decrease.

By discarding expressions (Table 4) there is a further decrease
of binary size and the performance loss wheel-sieve2 suffered from
plain supercompilation is somewhat mitigated. The compilation
times are all shorter except for digits-of-e1 which supercompiles
several expressions and discards them only to find them in a slightly
different context at a later time and repeating this work.

Tainting expressions (Table 5) gives an additional decrease
of binary size and compilation with two benchmarks showing
speedups: the performance of integrate is improved compared to
ordinary optimization and wheel-sieve2 is back to the same perfor-
mance as without supercompilation. Digits-of-e1 becomes slightly
worse, but there is still a 16% reduction of memory compared to
ordinary optimization and the compilation time is reduced to less
than two seconds.

We finally give the full table with a greater selection of bench-
marks from both the spectral and imaginary parts of nofib in Table
6. Integrate is the benchmark with the biggest size increase at 4.3%,
but the supercompiler also manages to remove nearly one fifth of
the total allocations.

Circsim is another interesting example, because it consists of
about 400 lines of code and compiles in 1.12 seconds with the
supercompiler turned on. The supercompiler manages to reduce the
memory allocations slightly and give 0.6% binary size increase.

We saw that before adding the tainting of functions it was pos-
sible for the supercompiler to perform a lot of unnecessary work
by speculatively supercompiling an expression, discard the result,
supercompile the subexpressions, discard those results, and so on.
One possible strategy to mitigate this further is to keep the super-
compiled result around as a cache that successive supercompilation
of subexpressions can fold against, thereby avoiding to repeat work.

Our experience so far is that the discarding of functions is not
preventing optimizations, on the contrary: programs that were op-
timized by the supercompiler without discarding expressions are
actually slightly faster when discarding the large useless special-
izations that ended up in the program previously.

6. Implementation Notes
This section contains an outline of the most obvious issues and
areas for improvement that any programmer will come across when
implementing a supercompiler.

6.1 Parallelism
The supercompiler is currently defined in a very sequential way: it
is not possible to inspect the store unless the previous parts of the
expression is supercompiled and the store contains all the new defi-
nitions. Beyond a lot of infrastructure hacking it appears that lifting
this restriction while preserving code sharing is an interesting algo-
rithmic problem that probably requires some research.

There are however some parts of the supercompiler as it is
currently defined that are inherently parallel: the testing for folding
and non-termination in Dapp() can easily be done in parallel since
the common case is that there are several possible candidates to test
against. This gave a measurable speedup in an an earlier version of
our prototype but had to be removed because other parts of GHC
are not threadsafe.

6.2 Name Capture
Avoiding name capture can cause significant churn and make the
supercompiler dreadfully slow. Bolingbroke and Peyton Jones [3]
report that for a particular example 42% of their supercompilation
time is spent on managing names and renaming.

Our current implementation uses eager substitutions with the
scheme outlined by Peyton Jones and Marlow [19]. There are two
obvious improvements to this: using a lazy substitution that the
supercompiler applies as it traverses the expression would avoid
some churn, and this could be further reduced by allowing some
shadowing during supercompilation.

6.3 Representation Improvements for the Homeomorphic
Embedding

Our implementation stores expressions annotated with their size
in the memoization list. These annotations can be used for avoid-
ing some testing altogether: an expression can only fold against an
expression of equal size and an expression can never be homeo-
morphically embedded in a smaller expression. A similar represen-
tation was also independently suggested by Ilya Klyuchnikov in a
personal conversation so this seems to be a well known optimiza-
tion in the supercompilation community.

6.4 Splitting Typed Terms
The most obvious difference between our implementation and the
algorithm described in this paper is that the intermediate language
of GHC is a typed language [28]. This brings additional complexity
when generalizing similar terms of different type against eachother.

Pfenning [20] has already identified our problems: the presence
of binders in expressions and the presence of types in binders.
There are two advantages for our particular setting: 1) type vari-



Program Size (%) Allocs (%) Runtime (%) Elapsed (%) TotalMem (%) Compilation Time (%)
bernouilli -1.6 +0.0 +0.0 -2.2 +0.0 -27.8
digits-of-e1 -1.6 +0.0 -0.5 +0.5 +0.0 -10.5
exp3 8 -1.6 +0.0 -0.9 +1.6 +0.0 -33.7
integrate -1.5 +0.1 -0.3 -0.4 -3.0 -6.8
primes -1.8 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 -32.9
rfib -1.6 +0.0 0.18 0.18 +0.0 -37.5
tak -1.6 +0.0 +0.0 +0.5 +0.0 -38.8
wheel-sieve2 -1.7 +0.0 -0.4 -1.3 +0.0 -29.5

Table 2. Supercompilation compared with Supercompilation+normalization

Program Size (%) Allocs (%) Runtime (%) Elapsed (%) TotalMem (%) Compilation Time (%)
bernouilli -2.1 +0.0 +0.8 -1.5 +0.0 -30.3
digits-of-e1 -1.5 -22.6 -4.9 -7.4 +0.0 -10.7
exp3 8 -1.6 +0.0 +0.9 -3.2 +0.0 -40.3
integrate -3.9 +0.3 +0.9 +1.0 +2.3 -21.2
primes -1.5 +0.0 +0.0 +5.1 +0.0 -40.6
rfib -1.6 +0.0 0.16 0.17 +0.0 -38.6
tak -1.6 +13.9 +16.0 +15.6 +0.0 -37.8
wheel-sieve2 -1.6 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 -33.4

Table 3. Supercompilation+normalization compared with Supercompilation+normalization+boring expressions

Program Size (%) Allocs (%) Runtime (%) Elapsed (%) TotalMem (%) Compilation Time (%)
bernouilli -1.7 +0.0 -0.8 -0.8 +0.0 -35.0
digits-of-e1 -1.0 +0.0 -2.6 +0.5 +0.0 +78.6
exp3 8 -2.1 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 -43.1
integrate -4.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 +0.8 -9.5
primes -1.9 +0.0 +0.0 -4.8 +0.0 -42.9
rfib -2.0 +0.0 0.18 0.18 +0.0 -46.8
tak -2.0 +0.0 -21.8 -21.8 +0.0 -45.7
wheel-sieve2 -1.9 -73.6 -64.8 -65.0 -72.2 -33.1

Table 4. Supercompilation+normalization+boring expressions compared with Supercompilation+normalization+boring expres-
sions+discarding expressions

Program Size (%) Allocs (%) Runtime (%) Elapsed (%) TotalMem (%) Compilation Time (%)
bernouilli -1.2 -0.8 +0.0 +3.1 +0.0 -44.3
digits-of-e1 -8.9 +8.7 +2.6 -0.5 +0.0 -89.6
exp3 8 -0.3 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 -32.8
integrate -4.7 -99.9 -99.9 -99.9 -23.3 -64.8
primes -0.4 +0.0 -3.2 +0.0 +0.0 -35.7
rfib -0.4 +0.0 0.18 0.19 +0.0 -36.0
tak -0.4 +0.0 +5.9 +5.9 +0.0 -36.0
wheel-sieve2 -1.5 -6.9 0.19 -1.9 +2.1 -52.5

Table 5. Supercompilation+normalization+boring expressions+discarding expressions compared with Supercompila-
tion+normalization+boring expressions+discarding expressions+tainting functions

ables are the top element for types; and 2) it is safe to fail during
generalization and call split on the term instead.

After having implemented the type generalization we noticed
that it was not performed very often in practice on our examples
from nofib. The main cost related to this feature appears to be the
implementation cost.

7. Related Work
Turchin [29] invented supercompilation in the context of the func-
tional language Refal. The supercompiler Scp4 [17] is implemented
in Refal and is the most well-known implementation from this line
of work. Sørensen et al. [27] and Secher [23], Secher and Sørensen

[24] presented supercompilers formulated for pure first order func-
tional languages but never reported anything about the performance
of the algorithms or the resulting programs.

More recently there has been a spur of activity in actual imple-
mentations of supercompilers:

Supero Supero [14, 16] could optimize a text book example of
word counting written in Haskell to the same performance as
a C program performing the same task. The latest version has
changed the design significantly in order to improve perfor-
mance of the supercompiler and Mitchell [15] report compi-
lation times below 4 seconds for all examples.



Program Size (%) Allocs (%) Runtime (%) Elapsed (%) TotalMem (%) Compilation Time (s)
bernouilli +1.0 -2.3 +0.0 -2.9 +0.0 0.64
digits-of-e1 +1.9 -32.9 -23.5 -21.9 +0.0 1.29
exp3 8 +0.1 -16.7 -17.6 -19.8 +0.0 0.39
integrate +4.3 -18.7 -0.6 -2.6 +0.0 2.11
primes +0.1 +0.2 -17.1 -17.4 +0.0 0.36
rfib +0.1 +1599533.0 0.18 0.19 +0.0 0.32
tak +0.1 -0.3 -6.5 -6.5 +0.0 0.32
wheel-sieve2 +0.1 +0.0 0.19 +0.0 +0.0 0.47
atom +3.0 -32.3 -49.8 -49.4 -33.3 1.50
circsim +0.6 -1.5 -2.3 -2.6 -4.8 1.12
clausify +0.6 -1.9 -0.7 -0.7 +0.0 0.71
constraints +0.7 +14.3 -33.7 -33.9 -96.9 0.80
cryptarithm1 +0.3 -7.5 -5.6 -3.4 +0.0 0.38
eliza +1.2 -40.8 0.00 0.00 +0.0 1.09
fish +2.1 -4.9 0.01 0.01 +0.0 0.92
gcd +0.6 -5.8 0.09 0.10 +0.0 0.51
lcss +1.4 +10.3 +8.8 +10.2 -11.1 0.82
life +0.4 +1.2 0.13 0.14 +0.0 0.52
mandel2 +1.3 +4.5 0.00 0.00 +0.0 0.99
minimax +0.1 +0.0 0.00 0.00 +0.0 0.30
pretty +0.6 -3.3 0.00 0.00 +0.0 0.54
primetest +3.6 -0.2 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 1.58

Table 6. ghc -O2 compared with Supercompilation with all features enabled

CHSC Bolingbroke and Peyton Jones [3] presented a supercom-
piler with call-by-need semantics that did not require its input
to be lambda lifted.

HOSC Klyuchnikov and Romanenko [9, 10] have implemented
HOSC in Scala and used it for proving equivalence of terms.

Others Riech et al. [21] use supercompilation to optimize pro-
grams intended to run on the Reduceron, an FPGA-based soft
processor for executing lazy functional programs. They report
average performance boosts on a set of programs of 40%. Su-
percompilation has also been investigated in a call-by-value set-
ting and can give good speedups there too [6, 8].

Narrowing-driven partial evaluation [1, 2] is the functional logic
programming equivalent of positive supercompilation but formu-
lated as a term rewriting system. Partial evaluators such as Ecce
and Logen [13] seem to be more popular approaches in the logic
programming community and more recent work has focused on
scaling partial evaluation so that it can be applied to large programs
[12, 30].

8. Future Work
Supercompilation is still a rather expensive optimization, but it can
undoubtedly produce great results on high level Haskell programs.
The major obstacle we see at the moment is that supercompilation
might prevent the compiler from applying other optimizations,
which in turn can increase the runtime of the final executable by
several orders of magnitude. There are several possible ways to
tackle this problem:

• Integrate other optimizations into the supercompiler
• Make the supercompiler output programs that are friendly to

other optimizations
• Strengthen other optimizations so that they can optimize the

output from the supercompiler

The approximation of boring expressions could be extended in
several ways to avoid transforming expressions that will give bad
results. One observation is that the first call to reverse with an

accumulating parameter (reverse xs []) is not boring since it has a
known constructor in the parameter, but by inspecting the body of
reverse it is obvious that this parameter is never used. One idea is
to extend boring expressions to utilize strictness information so that
it would discard this example because the static information present
in the context is never used. This idea is related to the concept of
“deterministic unfolding” in logic programming.

There is certainly room to improve the decision whether to
discard supercompiled expressions. The constants currently used
could be tuned further, and there is also the possibility to use other
information that is present in the program.

A route that we have not explored is to use different acceptable-
predicates for different parts of the supercompiler. Rule R19 and
R20 could be extended with a similar test which could allow that
only some parts of R was pushed down.

We observed that there are sometimes several candidates in
the memoization list that the supercompiler could generalize the
current expression against. Our current implementation selects the
first one which is not necessarily the best candidate. A ranking
function between different candidates would be useful.

Bolingbroke and Peyton Jones [3] have presented a call-by-
need algorithm for supercompilation. We believe that the algorithm
presented in this paper could be adjusted to call-by-need semantics
as well.

Leuschel [11] has investigated interesting variations of the
homeomorphic embedding and we are currently investigating
whether similar proof techniques can be used for our whistle.

The focus in this paper has been on a practical algorithm that
can supercompile programs without risking code explosion. We
believe that our previous proofs of correctness of a closely related
algorithm [7] should go through without much adjustment for the
algorithm presented.

9. Conclusions
We have presented a supercompilation algorithm and shown that
it can give significant speedups on programs from the nofib suite
even under a tight code budget constraint. We have also shown
that larger programs are supercompiled in reasonable time and also



benefits from the aggressive inlining and specialization that our
supercompiler performs.
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